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SUMMARY: Many studies have been carried out with the goal
of improving pulp quality control in TMP refining processes.
While it is intuitively clear that minimizing the deviations from
the target quality is desirable, the economic value of such reduced quality variations is complicated to estimate. So far not
much research has been done in this area related to the pulp and
paper industry. This study has been performed to address this
issue and to increase the knowledge, in economic terms, of the
different mechanisms involved. The focus lies in controlling the
pulp quality stability of the refining stage. Several areas in
which economic benefits arise from improved quality control
are analyzed in more detail. A generic model for estimating the
economic value of improved quality optimization is developed.
Applied to freeness variability reduction, the model indicates
notable economic savings, partly in terms of energy. The
connection between pulp quality variations and web-breaks in
the paper machine has been studied in a full scale trial. The
results indicate that a reduction of web breaks may yield a
significant contribution to the profit. Improving the quality
control may also enable a production rate increase. In this case
there are some energy savings due to improved refiner
efficiency at higher throughput. The major economic profit
contribution from production increase does however come from
the additional volume of paper.
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In pulp production, quality and production stability are of
utmost importance. It is desirable to produce a uniform
pulp with the most important properties remaining as
constant as possible, but the wood raw material always
varies over time and the unit processes, closely connected
to each other in complex ways, disturb each other. The
production of pulp with stable properties in spite of these
variations presents an enormous challenge.
Control and optimization can be performed on
different levels. It is only during recent years that millwide control systems have been realized (Deer et al.
2007; Strand, Fralic 2000; Strand et al. 2001). This paper
is focused on the control of the refining stage of the TMP
process, and not on the mill-wide scale. In many respects
the refining stage, and especially the primary refiner, is
the most critical stage in the process: it consumes the

most energy, and the degree of refining determines the
main pulp qualities.
Several studies have been carried out to control refiners with the aim of reducing quality variations (Deer et
al. 2007; Ferritsius, Ferritsius 1997; Joensuu et al. 2001;
Johansson 2001; Lidén 2003; Sidhu et al. 2005; Sikter et
al. 2007; Strand et al. 1993; Strand et al. 2001; Strand et
al. 2005). Most studies are focused on one or two quality
properties, usually dewatering properties such as measured by the Canadian Standard Freeness (CSF) and fiber
characteristics measured by image analysis methods such
as Mean Fiber Length (MFL), and attempt to minimize
the variations in these. More relevant would probably be
to use other quality variables such as strength parameters,
degree of fiber treatment, fiber morphology, amount of
fines, or some other properties, but results in this
direction remain sparse, the most important reason being
the lack of necessary sensor technology. To be able to
control a parameter, it must be possible to either measure
it on-line directly by a sensor or indirectly by a soft
sensor based on other measurements, and the speed and
accuracy of the measurements must also be adequate for
the control purposes.
While it is clear that it is desirable to decrease the
quality variations as much as possible, it is complicated to
estimate or measure the actual economic value of such
improvements (Strand, Fralic 2000). This in turn means
that it is difficult to ascertain what resources are profitable to dedicate to this area, to economically motivate the
installation of new control systems, and to determine what
to focus on (Forsman 2005). According to Rönnbäck
(2004), automatic control is often overlooked and given
too little resources because the economic potential is not
clearly understood and fully appreciated. Rönnbäck relates that surveys show that typically only about 30% of the
control circuits are satisfactory tuned, and estimates that
the monetary losses due to suboptimal control are often of
the order of millions of dollars in a typical mill. To improve the knowledge and raise the awareness of the economy
of automatic control is therefore desirable.
The primary goal of this specific study is to analyze
and suggest methods and models for quantification of the
savings related to improved refiner quality control. To
achieve realistic economic models, specific profitgenerating mechanisms must be identified, and these
mechanisms must also be possible to model without
making too many or questionable assumptions.
Furthermore, the number of parameters in the models
should be minimal, and whenever possible the values
should be based on empirical measurement. Thus, the
methods for establishing the values of the model parameters must also be addressed.
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Methods

Table 1. Some studies of CSF variation reduction achieved by various control
strategies.

To address the stipulated problem, a literature study was
performed and a theoretical analysis was carried out to
develop precise economic models. Methods for deriving
the values of the model parameters where also analyzed.
Values for these model parameters were estimated based
on reported values in the literature, when available, and by
studying process data from Holmen Paper’s Hallsta mill.
In this paper, the models are then applied to a hypothetical newsprint TMP line as an example, to give an
indication of what values are involved and their relative
importance.

Analysis and Results
In general, the purpose of a quality control system is to
minimize the disturbances in one or more quality parameters. Since the advent of on-line freeness sensors
(Bohlin, Hill 1979), quality control in refining has been
largely focused on stabilizing this parameter. The reason
is that drainage properties are widely recognized as
important for the paper machine (PM) and drainage is
also often correlated with other important properties such
as sheet strength properties and light scattering, but
perhaps the most important reason is that mature sensor
technology is available for measuring this parameter online. Availability of on-line quality sensors is relatively
sparse in most TMP plants (Strand, Fralic 2000).
The process data on pulp quality used in this study will
also focus on CSF, not because it is necessarily the best
way of characterizing pulp but because it is a de facto
standard and one parameter for which on-line sensors are
available in the studied mill. However, the models
developed here are generic and should be possible to
apply with minor changes to any (also potentially better)
drainage- or strength-related quality parameter.
For this analysis, it is assumed that a quality parameter
Q has been selected (exemplified by CSF). To quantify
the disturbances in Q, the standard deviation σQ is used.
The values before and after a control improvement are
denoted by the superscripts old and new, respectively. We
also define α as the controller improvement in relative
terms (a list of variables is included as an appendix), i.e.

α ≡ 1 − σ Qnew / σ Qold

[1]

It is reasonable to expect that the positive economic
effects will increase with increasing α, i.e. controller
improvement, and it is arguable that most of the effects
can probably be described as roughly proportional to α.
The goal of this paper is thus to quantify the economic
value of a certain reduction of the disturbances in the
parameter Q. Table 1 shows a number of results reported
in the literature concerning improvements of CSF control.
In this paper, a hypothetical newsprint production line
will be used as a numerical example. The PM is assumed
to have a production of P = 200 000 t/year, the original
old
freeness variation is assumed to be σCSF
and an improvement of the control by α=30% is assumed to be possible.
It should also be pointed out that beside freeness306
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Study

Mill
old
σCSF

Deer et al. (2007)
Tembec Pine Falls
Sikter et al. (2007)
Hallsta
Sidhu et al. (2005)
Strand et al. (2005) Augusta Newsprint
Lidén (2003)
Ortviken
Joensuu et al. (2001)
Hallsta
Johansson (2001)
Strand et al. (2001)
Abitibi
Strand et al. (1993)
-

32.4
11.1
34.3
-

Results
new
σ CSF

9.5
3.7
24.7
-

α
31%
28%
41%
16%
65-76%
30-50%
67%
28%
50%

control, it is important to manage the fiber length. Fiber
cutting must be avoided. Most modern quality control
systems therefore also attempt to make sure that the MFL
(or some similar measure) does not fall below a certain
limit. However, as long as the fiber length is sufficient,
the variability in fiber length is usually of less importance than the variability in CSF 1. Though frequent fiber
cutting may be a major problem in some processes, it is
the experience of the authors that the most usual case is
that the freeness variability is the main problem, which is
why this paper will focus on this type of problems. A prerequisite for the following discussion is thus that fiber
cutting is also avoided.
Fast and slow quality variations
Of course the pulp flow is not a perfect plug flow. The
fastest quality variations should thus be evened out by
mixing in chests on the way between the refiners and the
paper machine. The time dynamics may vary from mill to
mill, but variations that occur within a 20 min time frame
are probably almost always harmless. It is thus the slower
variations, that last longer and are not evened out by mixing, that cause problems.
Measurement speed and accuracy
The speed and accuracy of the quality sensors are also
important factors. The most common type of freeness
sensors currently on the market typically have a measurement cycle of about 10 minutes or more 2 , and a measurement accuracy of σ≈5 (Lidén 2003) which is most considerable as typical process variations appear to have σ CSF
10-30 ml. Dealing with slow variations, filtering of the
signal (thus weighing together several measurements)
does improve the accuracy and somewhat reduce this
problem, though it is still considerable. In practice, it is
probably very difficult if not impossible to achieve a σ CSF
<8 ml by feedback control, given the sensor limitations
outlined above.
A mill-wide perspective on steam
As pointed out by among others (Berg, Karlström 2005),
it is not enough to consider the energy consumption in
the refining stage alone. Instead, a mill-wide energy per1
Too long fibers may result in problem with the formation. However, the fiber length is also
usually correlated with freeness.
2
Recently, a new type of optical sensor has been presented (Johansson et al. 2007) with considerably faster measurement cycles.
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spective must be taken. Most of the electrical energy
input to the refiners can be recovered in the form of heat
energy in steam. This steam can be used for various purposes within the mill or externally, such as drying in the
PM, heating process water and wood chips or district
heating, and thus has some economic value. This economic value (on the margin) of recovered, cleaned refiner
steam is denoted by vs [€/t].
The steam value may vary greatly as there are some
mills that have a steam surplus and limited or no possibility to use the excess steam, and there are other mills that
have a steam deficiency and need to purchase external
fuels to produce the required steam. For mills where there
is a steam surplus, the value of the marginal steam may
be close to zero. In mills with a steam deficiency the
value of the refiner steam would be higher, though not as
high as the cost of producing it, since electrical energy is
generally a more expensive energy form than heat and
there are also considerable energy losses in the process.
The value of the steam would also typically show
seasonal variations due to climate, and hence vs should be
the annual average value.
We denote the cost of electricity by ve [ €/MWh ], and
use the factor αrec to denote the TMP steam recovery efficiency [t/MWh], expressed as the amount of recovered
steam per electric energy input to the refiners in
question 3. We then define the factor

γ ≡ vsα rec / ve

Improved control of drainage properties, such as
measured by CSF, and thereby indirectly reducing the
strength variations, should therefore be expected to
reduce the frequency of web breaks somewhat. A major
obstacle to quantifying this empirically is that web breaks
occur with relatively low frequency, and hence long time
periods must be monitored to achieve good statistical
certainty. It is also difficult to predict theoretically what
reduction in web breaks can be expected from a certain
reduction in pulp quality variations. One idea might be to
try to estimate dfbreak /dσCSF, where fbreak is the average
number of web breaks per day. This was attempted at the
studied mill. A long time period covering 11/2 years was
divided into weeks, each week giving a value of fbreak and
σCSF, and a correlation was sought. The analysis did however not give statistically reliable correlations, probably
because there were too many other factors involved.
As always, the most reliable results can be achieved if a
full-scale test with control improvement is performed. At
the studied mill, there has been a recent test installation
on one TMP line with a model predictive control (MPC)
software from Eurocon Optimation. This system reduced
the freeness quality variations after the second stage refiner by 30% on one of the two refiner lines providing PM2
with pulp. The system was tested for 4 months, and compared to a reference period of 21/2 months. The effect on
web breaks in PM2 is shown in Fig 1.

[2]

This unit-less ratio γ should be between 0 and 1, and
denotes the economic value of a tonne of recovered
refiner steam divided by the cost of producing it.
If a certain amount of electrical energy Ee can be saved
every year in the refining stage, the actual effect on the
yearly profit, ∆VE, must then be estimated as
∆VE = Ee ve (1 − γ )

[3]

to take into account the value of the lost recovered steam.
The factor ( 1– γ ) must not be forgotten as it may have a
strong impact on the result. If there is decent recovery
efficiency and the recovered steam can be used for
valuable purposes a value of γ = 0.5 may be reasonable,
and this value will also be assumed for the example mill.
Improved availability through reduction of web breaks
Web breaks may occur for many reasons, but the major
reason is probably insufficient strength (under-refined
pulp). In this case, the web breaks would be expected to
occur at the weakest spots, and thus it is the large
deviations from the desired strength that result in these
breaks. Variations in drainage properties may also be a
problem for the wire and press section in the PM. It is
also quite clear that quality variations generally make the
PM more difficult to control.
3

Fig 1. Observed web break frequency with and without freeness control at Hallsta
Paper Mill 4.

The average number of web breaks per week was found
to be 8% lower for the period of improved control.
However the statistical uncertainty is high, due to the low
frequency of web breaks (95% error bars shown). The
odds against the null-hypothesis were computed to be
77% 5, so some confidence can be placed in the
conclusion that there was indeed a reduction.
The reference period consisted of two separate periods,
one before and one after the MPC period. This should reduce the probability of the risk that the observed improvement
may be due to a slow trend such as seasonal variations.
A reduction of the web break frequency as a result of
installing a new quality control system in a ground wood
process has also been reported by Hill (1978). In this
case, a reduction by as much as 50% was recorded.
Given an estimate for ∆fbreaks and the average monetary
loss per web break, vbreaks, it is easy to compute the added
profit due to increased availability as

Costs should be on the margin, i.e. constant factors should not be included. That is, the cost

4

of producing additional tonnes in the steam plant and how many additional tonnes of steam

5

are recovered if the refiner power is increased by a certain amount, and so on.

Scales are unlabeled except for 0 to protect sensitive data.
Assuming a normal distributed random value as the null hypothesis. See for instance Miller
and Miller (2000) for ways of computing the probability of null-hypotheses.
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∆Vbreaks = ∆f break ⋅ 365 days / year ⋅ vbreak

There are a number of reasons why improved quality
control may enable a production increase. The speed of
the PM must be set pessimistically, so that the machine
handles most of the pulp with low quality that is
produced. By reducing the quality disturbances, it should
therefore be possible to increase the PM speed somewhat,
though it is difficult to estimate how much. (Strand,
Fralic 2000) reported an increase of PM speed by 15%
after installation of a mill-wide control system, but the
large number of process control changes that were made
in this project would seem to make it impossible to
ascertain how much the individual improvements
contributed to the total speed improvement, and another
point of uncertainty is that the speed used before the
control installation may have been set too pessimistically.
Another consideration is that pulp quality probably
becomes more difficult to control when the production is
increased, due to smaller plate gap and other factors. This
effect could also be seen in production data from the
investigated mill, by plotting the freeness stability as a
function of production rate, see Fig 2.

[4]

The major economic loss related to a web break is the
lost production time. The power and steam consumption
of the PM during the startup is another loss, though less
important. If only the lost production time is considered,
which is clearly a pessimistic way of calculating, then
vbreak = tbreak pPM ⋅ c

[5]

where tbreak is the average time a break lasts [h], pPM is the
production rate [t/h] , and c is the contribution margin
[€/t].
If we use b ∈ [0,1] to denote the portion of the web
breaks that are due to variations in pulp quality, and it is
further assumed that the improvement ∆ fbreak is roughly
proportional to α, it would suggest that
∆f break ≈ α ⋅ f break ⋅ b

[6]

Determining the cause of a break is often not easy, but it
would seem reasonable to assume that b ≈ 0,3. This is in
line with the result from the trial at Hallsta 6. For the
example mill, it is assumed that fbreak is 5 [breaks/day],
tbreak is 15 min/break, pPM is 27 t/h (i.e. the original PM
availability is 85%), and the contribution margin c is 150
€/t. With these numbers, the addition to the profit
becomes 170 k€/ year.
Production maximization
Improved quality control may enable a production
increase. In most cases the PM capacity is the production
bottle neck (rather than the pulp production capacity),
and thus the relation between quality stability and PM
productivity must be examined. The economic benefit of
increased production is two-fold: firstly, it means more
tonnes, and secondly, the refining process is known to be
more energy efficient at higher throughput.
Define kp+ as the factor of production rate increase
made possible by a control improvement α, i.e.
p new = p old ⋅ k p+

Fig 2. Freeness stability versus production rate at Hallsta Paper Mill.8

The scatter in the data is quite large, giving a low R2
value, but according to a T-test the correlation is
statistically significant to the 0.995 confidence level.
There is thus some support for the hypothesis that quality
stability is more difficult to achieve at higher production
rates. This constitutes another reason why quality variations may prevent a production rate increase.
First turning to the issue of improving energy
efficiency by increased refiner throughput, it is necessary
to know the energy efficiency as a function of kp+. The
specific energy consumption (SEC, in MWh/t) at
constant quality and raw material must then be considered as a function of the production rate through the
refiner, pref.. Assuming that this function is approximately
linear around the original operating point, defined by prefold
and SECold, it is useful to define the unit-less ratio β by

[7]

It is assumed that the same relative production rate
increase applies to both the pPM and pref 7. It seams reasonable to assume that
k p+ − 1 ≈ z ⋅ α

[8]

i.e. that the production increase made possible is roughly
proportional to the control improvement, the proportionality factor being designated z. The factor z is the most
challenging parameter in this model to estimate.

old
dSEC pref
β≡−
dpref SEC old

8

Since only one of two lines were controlled, α should be about 15%, and the improvement
predicted by the model would be 4.5%, which is not far off the observed 8% (with large uncertainty). Note also that according to these results b ≈ 0.3 would be a conservative estimate.
7
This may not always be the case (consider for instance if there is a pulp shortage), but is
probably the most usual situation.
6

308
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(at constant qualitty)

[9]

The data used in the plot consisted of 6 months of normal production. The time series was

divided into 650 segments of 5 hours each, and the average production rate and σCSF were
computed for each segment. Then the points were divided into classes based on production
rate (in steps of 0.1 t/h) and the average value of σCSF for each class is plotted in the graph. To
anonymize the data, the Y-axis is unmarked except for the origin.
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The value of β can be obtained Table 2. Previous studies on the relationship between energy efficiency and refiner throughput, and the derived values of β.
from step responses on the speci- Source
Mill
Refiner
Control changes
Change in quality
β
(derived)
∆p/p ∆SEC/SEC
CSF Tensile Tear
fic refiner(s) and is thus relatively
simple to measure. Note that the Strand et al. (1993)
SD60”
+31%
-10%
0%
-3% -12%
0.32
linear relation between energy - “ DD59”
+29%
-9%
+2% -2% -1%
0.31
CD76”*
+22%
-11%
-1% -5%
0%
0.50*
consumption and production rate - “ +46%
-10%
+4% -5% -5%
0.22
obtained from normal production Härkönen, Tienvieri (1995) Jämsänkoski SD65”
-“Kaipola
SD65”
+45%
-13%
+9% -5%
0%
0.29
data (Deer et al. 2007) cannot be
This study (2006)
Hallsta
RTS68”
+21%
-6%
0%
-1% -2%
0.29
used to estimate β, since in such
data there would be variations in * Different rotational speeds used on the different production levels
quality and raw material; step
responses must be performed.
closely they are connected to quality variations, and
Table 2 compiles the results from a number of reported
detailed understanding of the paper machine is probably
trials, where roughly equal pulps were produced at diffeneeded. In the absence of empirical data, the value of
rent production rates, and the value of β derived from
z=0.05 is assumed for the example mill. In other words,
these reports. Also, values obtained in the course of this
it is assumed that the 30% improvement of the quality
study are included.
control will enable a relatively modest production increaThe table covers 3 different sources, 6 refiners of
se of 1.5%. As this is only one tenth of the increase
various types, a production span from 3.2 to 14.4 t/h, a
reported by (Strand, Fralic 2000), it would seem that the
freeness span from 120 to 300ml, and tensile span from
value of z is pessimistically chosen.
21 to 41 Nm/g. Yet interestingly, the value of β is fairly
similar in all cases, except for the CD76” (in this case
The other parameters of the models are easier to
production was not the only manipulated variable, howeestimate, and the values assumed are β = 0.3, ve = 40
€/MWh 9 , SEC old = 2 MWh/t. With these numbers, the
ver the authors noted that the rotational speed did not
estimated savings in energy would be 37 k€/year, and the
seem to change the production rate – energy consumption
contribution from the additional volume would be 450
relation). It therefore seems plausible to conjecture that a
k€/year.
typical value of β is about 0.3.
From the definition of β and assuming approximate
One other way of exploiting the energy saving
linearity it follows that the change in required specific
mechanism of increased refiner throughput when there is
energy (∆SEC) when increasing the production rate by a
no need for a total increase in production would be to
factor kP+ and still maintaining quality is given by the
employ a strategy of shutting down the refiners more
expression
often and keeping higher production rates when running.
To analyze the value of such strategies would probably be
dSEC
very complicated and mill-specific, and is thus not
new
old
[10]
∆SEC ≡ SEC − SEC =
∆pref
attempted here, but if such an analysis were to be underdpref
taken, an estimate such as that from Eq (11) would be
needed in the model.
Hence the increased profit due to improved energy efficiency, ∆Vp+c, is obtained by
Reduced out of spec production, quality target shift
[11]
and optimization
∆V p+ e = − ∆SEC ⋅ P new ve (1 − γ )
The most commonly used method of estimating econoNote that the factor (1–γ) should be applied, as this
mic value of reduced disturbances in a variable is based
mechanism of saving energy results in steam loss. Eq
on the ability to avoid unacceptable values (Forsman
(11) simplifies to
2005). This assumes that there is a certain, sharp limit
which if exceeded leads to some measurable loss, for
[12]
∆V p + e = SEC old P old ve k p+ ( k p + − 1) ⋅ β (1 − γ )
instance an emergency shutdown or a product which is
discarded or downgraded (sold at lower price). However,
In other words, the energy savings ∆Vp+c are approximatesuch well-defined limits are usually hard to identify, and
ly proportional to kp+–1 (as long as kp+≈1), and the prowhen there are such distinct limits they are usually found
portionality constant can be established quite easily.
in the end of the process, i.e. after the paper machine,
The increased profit from the selling of additional tonwhere there are quality guarantees of the final product to
nes, ∆Vp+c, is given by
be met. These limits are difficult to translate into sharp
limits on pulp quality. While many mills have defined
[13]
∆V p+ c = c ⋅ P old ( k p+ − 1)
pulp quality windows, these are usually in reality just
guidelines, thus difficult to associate with any loss of
where c is the contribution margin. This expression is
value.
also proportional to kp+–1.
To address these problems, a model without hard limits
It remains to establish a plausible value of z. The z
parameter can be expected to vary significantly
Electricity prices and steam value may of course vary considerably from mill to mill and over
depending on what the limiting factors are and how
time.
old

old

9
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is proposed here. It assumes that the cost per tonne, v,
depends on the quality and some other factors, thus, that
it can be modeled as a function
v = vQ (Q ) + vothers

[14]

The function vQ should have a minimum, i.e. an optimum
quality Qopt that is neither too high nor too low. Producing
too high quality is a waste of resources, and producing
too low quality will also increase costs due to product
rejection or runability problems. The average cost per
tonne, v, should be obtained as
v = vQ (Q ) + vothers

[15]

The term vothers is assumed to be independent of Q, and
thus the effect on the average cost per tonne, ∆v, from a
certain change in the distribution of Q, should then be
given by

(

∆v = ∆ vQ (Q )

)

[16]

–
Denote the optimum set point by Q opt. It is important to
–
note that Q opt is not the same as Qopt. This may seem
counter-intuitive, but consider a strongly asymmetric
case, where the costs increase more sharply on one side
of Qopt than on the other. Then avoiding producing quality
on the side with the sharp cost increase is more important
than avoiding producing quality on the other side.
After some algebra, the assumptions outlined above
allow the optimum set point to be obtained by
Qopt = Qopt ( ± ) σ Q Φ−1 ( k / ( k + 1))

Therefore define
vQ ≡ vQ (Q )

Fig 3. Assumed approximation format of the cost function.

[17]

Assuming that the quality is normally distributed with
–
mean Q and standard deviation σQ, the value of vQ can be
computed by the expression

[20]

where φ−1 is the inverse of the cumulative standard
normal distribution function and the sign of the (±) is
–
determined so that Q opt lies on the side of Qopt with the
flattest slope. Assuming that this optimal set point is
used, it follows that

∞

vQ =

∫v

Q

(Q ) ⋅ N (Q, Q, σ Q ) dQ

[18]

vQ = vQ (Qopt ) + Dσ Q F ( k )

[21]

−∞

where N is the normal distribution function. Still, an
expression for the function vQ(Q) is needed. As a simplifying assumption, it is assumed that the function vQ(Q)
can be approximated by two joined linear segments, as
illustrated in Fig 3.
This type of approximation is probably viable, at least
in a small area around the optimum. It also allows the
curve to be asymmetric, i.e. the slopes of vQ(Q) can be
different on each side of the minimum. Since the goal is
to compute differences in v-Q , the absolute value is not
important. Instead it is enough to characterize the
approximation by the two respective slopes, dvQ /dQ on
each side of the optimum. These slopes can be denoted
by Dleft and Dright. However, it turns out to be practical to
use instead the pair (D, k) to characterize the function,
defined by
D ≡ min( | Dleft |,| Dright | )
k ≡ max( | Dleft |,| Dright | ) / D

Nordic Pulp and Paper Research Journal Vol 23 no. 3/2008

[22]
Finally, the average change in cost per tonne resulting
_
from a certain improvement in the quality controller, ∆v Q,
can be simply expressed as
∆vQ = D ⋅ (σ Qnew − σ Qold ) ⋅ F ( k )

[23]

The yearly profit increase due to better optimization,
∆VQopt, is then obtained by
∆VQopt = − ∆vQ ⋅ P

[24]

–
The optimal set point shift ∆Q opt is given by
[19]

In other words, D denotes the absolute value of the
flattest of the two slopes and k >
– 1 is unit-less and defines
the degree of asymmetry of the cost function (k = 1 for
the symmetric case).
Using this approximation, it is possible to proceed. A
process is optimized with regards to the quality set point,
–
Q , if this set point is chosen so that v-Q is minimized.
310

where F(k) is a unit-less function that depends only on
the asymmetry factor k. The exact mathematical expression for F is

∆Qopt = ( ± ) (σ Qnew − σ Qold ) Φ−1 ( k / ( k + 1))

[25]

where the choice of sign of the (±) is such that the set
point is moved closer to the optimum Qopt.
The model is simple to apply if estimates of D and k
can be made, and these may in many cases be easier to
estimate than to identify hard limits. Estimating a precise
value of the asymmetry factor k may be difficult, but it
turns out that the value of k has relatively minor impact
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on the result since F(k) grows very slowly 10 with k. Even
an extremely asymmetric cost function with k =100 only
increases the result by a factor 3.4 compared to k =1.
Semantically, this implies that the most important
parameter according to this model is the flatter of the two
slopes. If a value for the flattest slope can be obtained, a
good estimate of the profit should be possible to make.
To apply this model to CSF control, choose D to be the
slope dvQ /dQ where too low freeness is produced. This
should be the flattest slope since the experience is usually
that it is better to over-refine (i.e. to refine to a freeness
lower than Qopt) than to under-refine pulp. This is also
why improvement in freeness control is often motivated
by the goal of increasing the freeness set point (Deer et
al. 2007).
A value of k =10 is assumed here. As this value is of
less importance than D, the focus should be to obtain an
estimate of this parameter. One cost that is clearly a
consequence of over-refining pulp is the extra energy
needed, energy that is essentially wasted 11. This cost can
be estimated with relatively high certitude from the
relationship between freeness and specific energy. This
cost derivative, denoted De, is given by
De ≡ dSEC / dCSF ⋅ ve (1 − γ )

[26]

Note that the energy used for the over-refining should
result in more recoverable steam, and hence the factor
1– γ should be applied.
However, the electrical energy consumption in the
refiner is not the only cost associated with over-refining
pulp. Just like under-refining, over-refining can lead to
runnability problems like web breaks. Low freeness pulp,
being more difficult to drain, should also increase the
steam need in the drying section to reach the right
dryness, but estimates in the studied mill indicates that
this cost derivative, denoted Ds and given by
Ds=|dS/dCSF · vs | where S is the specific steam
consumption, is negligible in comparison to De (Ds being
two orders of magnitude smaller than De). In each case,
assuming D ≈ De is most certainly conservative.
For the example mill it is assumed that the controller
operates around the freeness region of 130 ml, where a
typical value of dSEC/dCSF ≈ –0.0015 MWh (ton · ml)12.
The estimated average cost reduction according to the
model then becomes 0.24 €/t, adding to the profit by
∆VQopt = 48 k€/year. The optimal freeness set point shift,
∆CSFopt , evaluates to 6 ml, i.e. the freeness set point
should be increased by 6 ml after the control improvement.
This set point shift results in a reduction of the average
specific energy consumption, ∆SEC, according to
F(k) can be fairly well approximated by F(k) ≈ 0.21In(k )+0.41, i.e. it grows approximately
logarithmically.
11
The fact that the tons of pulp which are more heavily refined ought to have some better
quality should not make a difference on the selling price. The customer sees the improvement
only as a disturbance, which swings both ways.
12
The value depends on which parameter is used to control the SEC. Here it is assumed that
the manipulated variable is the plate gap.
10

∆SEC =

dSEC
∆CSF opt
dCSF

[27]

And consequently the energy related savings from the
increased freeness set point, ∆VCSF+e, can be obtained from
∆VCSF + e = − ∆ SEC opt ⋅ P ⋅ ve (1 − γ )

[28]

which evaluates to 36 k€/year. Note that these savings are
already included in ∆VQopt. This can be interpreted as 75%
of the savings ∆VQopt in the example being describable as
energy savings.
Other sources of economic value
The mechanisms mentioned so far are not the only positive effects from quality control. According to Rönnbäck
(2004), the profitability of improved control commonly
cannot be motivated by one single mechanism, but rather
the motivation must often be based on the sum of several
minor sources of profit. In the context of improved
refiner quality control, a number of additional positive
effects are worth mentioning:
Decreased startup times and faster shifts between
different product grades should be expected
A more uniform product should give fewer
problems for the customer
Stabilizing one system often makes it possible
to improve the stability in other related systems
More flexibility in positioning the operating window

·
·
·
·

It will not be attempted here to quantify such effects,
since it probably would be very complicated to model
them and difficult to make credible assumptions, but
these effects may also be economically important.

Discussion
Four different mechanisms of economic profit increase
resulting from improved freeness/drainability properties
control have been discussed and modeled: improved PM
availability through reduction of web breaks, enabled
production increase with resulting improved energy
efficiency and volume increase, and improved quality
optimization/target shift. Further, all these savings, as
described by the developed models, are proportional to
the control improvement α and the original yearly
production P old. It is thus possible to define a factor κ
which is independent of α and P old, according to
∆V ≡ α P old ⋅κ

[29]

for each mechanism. The results can thus be compared as
in Table 3.
Model sensitivity
All model parameters except for b, k and z should be
known or straightforward to measure in a given mill. The
values for b, k and z that have been suggested here seem
reasonable given the empirical results, but a discussion
on the models’ sensitivities to these parameters is needed.
The sensitivity can be expressed as relative change of the
Nordic Pulp and Paper Research Journal Vol 23 no. 3/2008
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model result divided by the relative change of the
parameter 13, which gives the results shown in
Table 4.
As seen in Table 4, the value of k has very little
effect on the result. The values of b and z have larger impacts, since the model results are proportional to these.

Table 3. Summary of derived economic models.
Mechanism

Model

Reduction of web breaks

∆Vbreak = α P old ⋅

old
b f break
c tbreak

a old 24 h / day

κ
Savings
[€/t]* ∆V [€/year]*

2.8

170 000

7.5

450 000

Production rate increase
- additional volume

∆V p+c = α P old ⋅ z c

Behavior of the models
∆V p+ e = α P old ⋅ z SEC old ve β (1 − γ )
- improved energy efficiency
0.6
37 000
As can be seen from Table 3, the largest profit contribution in the example calculation comes from the
old dSEC
v (1 − γ ) F ( k ) 0.8
additional volume due to production increase. The Quality optimization/target shift ∆VQopt = α P old ⋅ σ CSF
48 000
dCSF e
electrical savings due to the higher energy efficiency at higher throughput appear to be minor in com- * Using assumed example values
parison. However, it is difficult to estimate what
Table 4. Model sensitivities.
production increase may be made possible by a certain
Model
Sensitivity to parameter…
improvement of the quality control (i.e. to estimate the
k
z
b
value of z), so this is also probably the model with the
∆V
1
0
0
greatest uncertainty. Often, the production limitations are
∆V
0
0
1
found in the paper machine, in which case an analysis of
∆V
0
0
1
the relationship between the quality variations and the
∆V
0
0.02
0
performance of the paper machine is needed. This would
be an interesting but challenging topic for future work.
notable contribution from the quality target shift and
A new model for quantifying the economic value of
improved quality optimization.
better quality optimization has been developed, which is
It should also be mentioned that other positive effects
generic and should be applicable to a wide range of
beside these can be identified, though they are probably
situations. The most important feature of this model is
more difficult to estimate. As noted by Rönnbäck (2004),
that it does not require any hard limits to be identified,
the economic potential of automatic control unfortunately
but rather assumes a continuous cost function. Estimating
appears to often be underestimated and overlooked.
one or both the slopes of the cost function is probably
possible in many cases where hard limits may not exist,
and in particular this would seem to be the case with
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Appendix 1: Nomenclature
Table 5. Latin symbols
Unit

Description

a

-

__
a_
P/(p

b
c

-

CSF
D
fbreak
F(k)

ml
€/(t [Q])
1/day
-

k
kp+

-

Variable

€/t

N(x, –x , σx )

[x]-1

p
P

t/h
t/year

Q
S

[Q]
t/t

SEC
t break
v
ve
vs
vQ(Q)
V
z

MWh/t
h
€/t
€/MWh
€/t
€/t
€/year
-

313

Assumed value

PM · 8766 h/year)
(Availability of the paper machine)
Portion of web breaks that are due to pulp quality swings
Contribution margin (income per tonne product minus variable
costs, e.g. raw material, electricity etc)
Canadian Standard Freeness
The minimal absolute derivative of the approximated vQ
Frequency of web breaks
<<Eqn107.eps>>

85%

The degree of asymmetry of the value function
k p + ≡ p new / p old
<<Eqn108.eps>>
The assumed or estimated factor of production
increase with improved control
The normal distribution function, i.e.
<<Eqn110.eps>>

10

Production rate while running
Total yearly produced volume
(unlike p, downtime is included in this term)
The quality parameter of interest.
Specific steam consumption in paper machine,
i.e. tonnes of steam per tonne of paper.
Specific energy consumption in refining
Average time of a web break
Cost per tonne (variable costs)
Cost of electrical energy
The mill’s average perceived value of 1 tonne of TMP steam*
Variable costs as a function of the quality Q

0.3
150 €/t

5 breaks/day

1.015

200 000 t/year
CSF

2 MWh/t
0.25 h
40 €/MWh

Profit per year
kp+ -1≈ z · α
(The relationship between control improvement
and enabled production increase)
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Table 7. Superscripts

Table 6. Greek symbols
Variable

α

αrec

β

Unit

-

t/MWh

-

Description

Assumed value

α ≡ 1− σQ / σQ
<<Eqn113.eps>>
(Relative improvement
of quality control)
Recovered (cleaned) steam
per invested energy* in the
refining stages
old
dSEC pref
<<Eqn114.eps>>
β≡−
(at constant qualitty)
new

old

old

0.3

γ

κ
σCSF
σQ
φ(x )

-

€/t

0.3

ml

[Q]
-

Standard deviation in Q
The standard cumulative normal
distribution, i.e.
x
<<Eqn119.eps>>
Φ( x ) ≡

∫ N ( z, 0,1)dz

−∞

The value of x before control improvement
The value of x after control improvement
The average value of x

Prefix

Interpretation

∆x

The change in x, i.e. x new – x old

0.5

(The perceived value of cleaned,
recovered refiner steam divided
by the energy cost of producing it*)
<<Eqn117.e>
Standard deviation in CSF

x
x new
–x

Interpretation

Table 8. Prefixes

dpref SEC old

γ ≡ vsα rec / ve
<<Eqn115.eps>>

Superscript

Table 9. Subscripts

15 ml (old)
10.5 ml (new)

Subscript

Interpretation

break
c
CSF+
e
E
p+
PM
Qopt
ref
s

Related to web breaks
Related to the selling value of paper
Related to CSF target shift
Related to electrical energy
Related to energy
Related to production rate increase
Related to the paper machine
Related to quality optimization
Related to an individual refiner
Related to steam

* on the margin, i.e. fixed costs, no-load losses etc not included
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